You Look Familiar

According to legend, witches had one or more pet animals called “familiars.” It was believed that the witch could take the shape of this animal whenever she pleased.

Color all the triangles in this picture and you will see a familiar familiar!

Celtic Celebration

Cross out every word that names a holiday in some part of the world. When you are finished, collect the leftover letters from left to right, and top to bottom. Write them, in order, in the blanks to discover the name of the ancient Celtic festival from which Halloween evolved.

HINT: The answer looks nothing like the word Halloween!

Holidays to be crossed out:
Carnival
Christmas
Fassika
Holi
Kwanzaa
New Year
Purim
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CHRISTMAS
SFASSIKAA
PURIMHOLI
MCARNIVAL
KWANZAAHA
INNEWYEAR
SAMHAIN